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Building Business Processes or Assembling Service Components: Comparison and Combination of BPEL and SCA Zhile Zou, ChenTing Zhao, Man Zhang Institute of Computing Theory & Technology, XiDian University, Xi’An, 710071, P.R. China {zouzhile, zhaochenting,zhangman.cz}@gmail.com Abstract The Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has attracted lots of attentions these days. However, SOA is essentially a design methodology that has existed for decades, and doesn’t provide enough details about the development, reuse and integration of the services. The Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL) has offered a formal specification for integrating loose-coupled services and building flexible business processes. And the newly emerging Service Component Architecture (SCA) provides a set of specifications which describe a model for implementing SCA service components and assembling existing services. Although both BPEL and SCA provide a mechanism for the service reuse and integration in SOA, they focus on different aspects and provide different solutions. Through the comparisons and discussions of their features, it is proved that they complement each other in nature and can be combined to achieve useful service reuse patterns for building non-trivial applications in SOA.



1. Introduction SOA is an IT architectural style that supports integrating your business as linked services or repeatable business tasks that can be accessed when needed over a network [8]. These services are self-contained, ”loosely coupled”, and have well-defined interfaces. Loose-coupling enables the services to be effectively reused on different occasions, and at the same time no changes are necessary for the original services. The Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL) [4] provides an orchestration paradigm to build flexible business processes through reusing and composing available services. In orchestration, a central process takes control over the involved services and coordinates the execution of different operations on the services involved



in the interaction. The involved services do not know (and do not need to know) that they are involved into a composition and that they are a part of a higher business process. Besides, WSIF [6] can be utilized to support the agnostic service binding in BPEL processes [15] , i.e. legacy systems like EJB and JCA can also be integrated into BPEL processes as long as their interfaces are described in WSDL documents1 . This consists with the idea that the services in SOA are not restricted to web services. Although WSIF provides the capability of invoking different kinds of services through an universal approach, it doesn’t form a component-based architecture. As an extension of WSIF, the Service Component Architecture (SCA) [3] not only offers the universal invocation capability, it is also an architecture within which service components can be reused and assembled into applications. Through assembling service components, a better layered architecture can be achieved for the enterprise applications, and the business logic and IT logic can clearly be split. At the same time, the development, modification and deployment of the applications are also facilitated. BPEL and SCA complement each other in nature: BPEL can provide the higher level orchestration, while SCA modules or subsystems can offer the lower level business functions required by the BPEL processes. Thus, it is desirable to combine the capabilities of BPEL and SCA to obtain useful service reuse patterns in SOA. In this paper, BPEL is utilized to take the higher level control of the orchestrated services of various forms; while the SCA components, modules and subsystems are assembled to provide coarse-grained partner services for the BPEL processes. Besides, BPEL is also used as the implementation of the SCA service components. In this way, useful reuse patterns for the services of various forms can be achieved. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the following Section, the SCA Assembly Model is introduced to 1 Due to the name of [4], it causes an illusion that the BPEL integrations are restricted to web services. However, WSIF is not a standard feature of BPEL, and different BPEL servers have different extensions



deliver some necessary preliminaries for the Service Component Architecture; In Section 3, some important features of BPEL and SCA are compared, and the nature that they complement each other is further discussed; In Section 4, the combination of BPEL and SCA is investigated, and our useful service reuse patterns are also delivered; we compare our approach with related work in Section 5; our conclusions and future works are presented in Section 6.



2 SCA Assembly Model The SCA Assembly Model consists of a series of artifacts defined by elements contained in XML files, and provides a model for assembling tightly coupled services and loosely coupled service-oriented systems. Module is the SCA deployment unit, within which the service components are tightly coupled and can be invoked with the by-reference semantics; while the services published by different modules are loosely-coupled, and interact using the by-value semantics. Typically, modules are assembled into Subsystems, which in turn are assembled and deployed into an SCA system. In the following paragraphs, the artifacts related to the SCA module are firstly introduced in details; then, the structures of SCA subsystems and systems are illustrated. A motivating example is also provided in details.



2.1



SCA Module



An SCA module is the largest composition of tightlycoupled components that are developed and deployed together, and it is also the basic unit of loosely-coupled composition within an SCA System. A typical structure of the SCA module is shown in Figure 1:



Figure 1. SCA Module A module is composed of a set of implementations, components, external services, entry points, and the wires that interconnect them together. Implementations are the only module parts that provide the concrete implementation of the business functions. SCA allows you to choose from any one of a wide range of implementation technologies, such as Java, BPEL or C++. The



configurable aspects of an implementation are together referred as its component type, which consists of the offered services, properties, and the references to other services. Components contain the business logic of the module, and are derived by configuring the component type of the corresponding implementations. Further, different components can be derived by configuring the same implementation differently. Configuring business implementations at deployment time isn’t something new. Similar techniques have been used very widely in the development of J2EE applications, examples include the EJB deployment descriptor. The relationships among component, component type and implementation are depicted in [1] with Figure 2. In this way, the implementation is isolated from the configurable information, and these artifacts can effectively be reused.



Figure 2. Component and Implementation Entry Points provide necessary details for the service components to be accessed from outside the boundaries of the module. Each entry point contains an interface element identifying the offered service, one or more binding elements specifying the service accessing mechanisms, and a reference element pointing to the target service component. External Services represent the dependencies that the module has on the services provided elsewhere, outside the module. Each external service is declared by specifying the interface of the referenced service and the binding mechanisms suitable for accessing the offered business functions. Note that SCA is an extension of WSIF, different bindings can consequently be specified for the same Entry Point or External Service of a specific component. Finally, wires are used to connect the above module parts in order to make them working together. Within modules, wires connect entry points to service components, one service component to another, and service components to external services, as depicted in Figure 1. If the module component or entry point that is the source of the wire is defined in the same module file or module fragment file as the wire, then wires are defined by configuring references of components or entry points; otherwise, a wire is represented by a wire element which is a child of the module element or moduleFragment element.



2.2



SCA System



An SCA System consists of one or more SCA Subsystems and a set of wires connecting them together. Each SCA System represents a set of services providing an area of the business functionality that is controlled by a single organization [1]. In an SCA system, SCA subsystems are used to group module components which provide related business functions, through the configuration and administration of module properties, external services and entry points. A subsystem is connected to another subsystem through wiring. A typical structure of an SCA system and the contained subsystems is shown in Figure 2.



On the subsystem level, external services represent remote services that are external to the SCA system that uses the service, and entry points are used to declare the externally accessible services of a subsystem. After the configurations of the subsystems, subsystems are deployed into an SCA system.



2.3



A Motivating Example



The ”BigBank” sample is used to illustrate previously covered concepts in the SCA Assembling Module, and its implementation is available online2 . The BigBank sample is a financial application provides the following user services: account balance, making deposits and withdrawals, to purchase and sell stock, and to view current stock value. The sample is organized into two SCA modules: bigbank.webclient and bigbank.account. The bigbank.webclient module is used to provide user information and obtain user input, while the bigbank.account module is used to retrieve and store user information, account information, current stock information and the purchasing and selling of stock. The two modules interact via web services through SCA external service and entry point. More details about these modules are shown as follows: • The bigbank.account Module:



Figure 3. SCA System Similar to the wires within a module, wires within a subsystem are used to connect the related parts together. Typically, the sources of the wires can be module components, entry points or binding specific endpoint addresses, while the targets of the wires can be module components, external services or binding specific endpoint addresses. If the module component or entry point that is the source of the wire is defined in the same subsystem as the wire, then wires are defined by configuring references of module components or entry points; otherwise, a wire is represented by a wire element which is a child of the subsystem element. A module component is a configured module within a subsystem. The module referenced by a module component is said to implement the module component, and is specified through the module attribute of the moduleComponent element in the sca.subsystem file [1]. Each module component can contain some overrideable properties and references from the implementing module. The services or the references provided by a module component are defined by the entry points or the external services in the module which implements the module component.



Figure 4. The bigbank.account Module The AccountServiceComponent provides an remotable account service and summaries the reports on the customer’s checking, saving and stock account. The AccountDataServiceComponent provides checking account, saving account and stock account information to the account services. The StockQuoteServiceComponent and the external StockQuoteWebService provides current quotes on stocks to the account services. The entry point AccountService publishes the account service over a web service binding for access by the web client module and other remote web services clients. • The bigbank.webclient Module: 2 The ”BigBank” sample shipped in Tuscany [19] is available at http://zouzhile.googlepages.com/webservices, including source code, assembly model files, and the diagrams created by us.



are addressed differently in BPEL and SCA. However, only stateful conversation and asynchronous invocation are compared in this section, since they are most closely related to the service reuse issue.



3.1



Figure 5. The bigbank.webclient Module The Web UI part is used for processing web requests and displaying account information to customers. The LoginServiceComponent and ProfileServiceComponent provide local services for managing the user states. The AccountServiceComponent and the external AccountService have a reference and a wsbinding to the bigbank.account for accessing the remote account service. • In an SCA system, subsystems are used to configure and administer modules. In this sample, two subsystems are created for the bigbank.account and bigbank.webclient modules, which are named ”samplebigbank-account-subsystem” and ”sample-bigbankwebclient-subsystem”, respectively. The ”samplebigbank-webclient-subsystem” contains a reference to the ”sample-bigbank-account-subsystem” that makes the two subsystems working together. The following figure shows the BigBank System.



Figure 6. The BigBank System



3 Comparisons of BPEL and SCA When building distributed applications, the most frequently considered issues include ACID, security, error handling, stateful conversation, asynchronous invocation, concurrency and synchronization, etc. Most of these issues



Stateful Conversation



For BPEL processes, stateful conversation is achieved by associating correlation sets with the messaging activities, such as receive, reply and invoke. Each correlation set in BPEL is a named group of properties that must be identical for all the messages in all the operations that carry the correlation set and occur within the corresponding scope until its completion [4]. Also, a pattern attribute is used to indicate whether the correlation set applies to the outbound (request) message, the inbound (response) message, or both. In this way, correlation set provides an application-level mechanism to match messages and conversations with the business process instances for which they are intended. And the states of the conversation are stored in the input/output variables of the correlated operations. In SCA, however, the scope of the conversation state is determined by the scope of the service interface. The scope of the service interface is indicated by the @Scope annotation on the service interface definition or on the service class itself. And for stateful conversations, the details of ID generation, state management and instance routing are all left to SCA containers, which results in minimal use of the middleware APIs. For example, a ”session” scoped service interface definition is shown below: import org.osoa.sca.annotations.*; @Scope(”session”) public interface bookSaleService{ void addToShoppingCart(Book book); ... } As specified in [2], the currently supported scope values are stateless, request, session and module, among which stateless is the default scope value. For stateless service, the service requests are handled separately by randomly selected runtime instances of the service; the request scoped service guarantees that all the local service invocations are delegated to the same service instance while servicing a remote service request; similarly, the session scoped service ensures that all requests in the same session are delegated to the same service instance until the session is ended or expired; finally, the module scoped service is instantiated as a service singleton at runtime, which results in that all requests within the same module are delegated to the same service instance. Despite the mechanism differences, stateful conversations can even be realized more easily between SCA service components and BPEL processes: the developers of the



service components only need to add an appropriate scope annotation to the service interface definition; while the designer of the BPEL process only need to define necessary correlation sets for the conversation.



3.2



Asynchronous Invocation



In contrast to the call-and-return style of the synchronous invocations, asynchronous services are usually much more desirable for the long-running tasks in SOA, since the clients are not blocked after the service invocation. In BPEL, the interactions with asynchronous services are specified through invoke-receive activity pairs, where the output variable of the invoke activity must be omitted. In this way, the service operation is invoked through the invoke activity; and the result is returned through the receive activity at a later time. As to SCA, three different asynchronous programming models are supported: non-blocking calls, conversational services, and callbacks. Each of them is specified as follows: • The non-blocking calls correspond to the one-way operations. In the service interface definitions, every non-blocking method must return ”void” , have no declared exceptions, and be marked with an @OneWay annotation. • Conversational services are typically remotable session-scoped services. The corresponding service references are declared in the client implementation, and injected by SCA containers at runtime, as shown in the following example: package example.inventory; import org.osoa.sca.annotations.*; @Scope(”session”) @Remotable public interface InventoryService{ void registerRecord(Record record); ... } import org.osoa.sca.annotations.*; import example.inventory.InventoryService; @Remotable public class ManagerImpl implements InventoryManager{ @Reference InventoryService inventoryService; public void record(Record rec){ inventoryService.registerRecord(rec); } ... }



• Callbacks are used by bidirectional SCA services, which must implement two interfaces: one is for the provided service, the other is provided by the client for callback usages. Callbacks can be specified by marking the service interface definition with an @Callback annotation which takes the callback interface class name as a parameter, for example: import org.osoa.sca.annotations.*; @Remotable @Callback(LoanServiceCallback.class) public interface LoanService{ ... } import org.osoa.sca.annotations.*; @Remotable public interface LoanServiceCallback{ ... } For non-blocking calls, only an invoke activity needs to be specified in BPEL, and the output variable of the invoke activity must be omitted. For callbacks, the callback interface is derived from the portType defined in the WSDL document of the composed service which corresponds to the BPEL process. The definition of the callback interface is determined by the WSDL to Java mappings specified in [7]. Since BPEL can be used as the service component implementation, the BPEL process can be assembled into the SCA system via external service reference. In the BPEL process, an invoke activity is specified to invoke the remote service, and a receive activity is correspondingly specified to receive the result returned by the remote service through the callback interface. However, the client model specified previously for the conversational services are not suitable for BPEL processes, since it requires the client implementation hold a service reference. Instead, the interaction with remotable sessionscoped services can be implemented as specified in the previous subsection.



4 Combination of BPEL and SCA SCA is essentially a new technology neutral programming model designed specifically for building and assembling business solutions in SOA, and targeted for integrating and composing services. Although BPEL is proposed as a service integration standard, it is not a competitor of SCA. Instead, they focus on different SOA aspects, and complement each other in nature. In this section, the combination of SCA and BPEL is fully discussed.



4.1



BPEL as Component Implementation



When deployed to BPEL servers, the underlying business logic defined in a given BPEL process is hidden from its clients. From the client’s point of view, each deployed process looks exactly like a common web service, which has a WSDL document and can be invoked through SOAP messages, etc. Some open source tools are capable of generating the WSDL document directly from the BPEL process definition, such as the Active BPEL Designer [16]. As specified in Section 2, the implementations can be of various forms, including BPEL. A service component can be derived from a BPEL implementation with the following steps: First, declare its implementation type as ”implementation.bpel”; then, specify an entry point to make the service addressable, and it is wired to the service component by configuring the reference of the entry point, as shown in Figure 7.



Figure 7. Component Derived from BPEL Implementation After the component is configured from the BPEL implementation, it works exactly the same as other components derived from different implementations. In this way, the component can be assembled with other components (local or external) to form a module.



4.2



SCA Service as Partner Service



Figure 8. Reuse Pattern for Advanced BPEL & SCA Servers



In such cases, the reuse pattern is very similar to the common BPEL service integration: the BPEL process takes control the higher level orchestration; and the available services provide the required functions, play a role in the higher level process and are invoked at a certain time specified by the process definition. However, the selections of the partner services are more flexible in this reusing pattern. For the matchmaking approaches proposed in [10, 11], if a service cannot satisfy all the capability requirements, it is discarded; while in this reusing pattern, if a single qualified service is not available, existing services can be easily assembled with the SCA Assembly Model to satisfy the capability requirements without changing the original services or developing new services. • Some SCA servers may support BPEL, but they don’t offer the direct SCA service invocation capabilities. To be consistent with the SCA client model specified in [2], service delegates need to be provided by the SCA service provider for the remote services published by SCA modules or subsystems. These service delegates use the ModuleContext to look up and invoke the target services, as shown in Figure 9.



Partner services are integrated and orchestrated by BPEL processes. And with the WSIF agnostic binding support, the partner services can be of various forms, including those provided by deployed SCA modules or subsystems. However, the patterns with which the SCA services are reused and integrated in BPEL processes depend upon the infrastructure facilities offered by the BPEL servers, which are discussed as follows: • For those advanced SCA servers that support BPEL and the direct invocation of SCA services, such as the Websphere Process Server, the reuse pattern is shown in Figure 8:



Figure 9. Reuse Pattern for Common BPEL & SCA Servers



Each service delegate serves as an SCA service facade, which declares to offer all the business functions provided by the corresponding SCA service. When the service delegate receives a request from the BPEL process, it first uses the ModuleContext to locate the corresponding service; then forwards the request to the located service instance; finally, the service delegate returns the result to the BPEL process. Note that this reusing pattern is also suitable for those BPEL servers that don’t support SCA at all, such as Active BPEL Engine [17] and BPEL4J [18]. • For those servers that only provide the minimum BPEL runtime facilities, neither WSIF nor SCA is likely to be supported. In such cases, the following pattern depicted in Figure 10 can be utilized to reuse the available SCA services through the SCA client model.



Figure 10. Reuse Pattern for Common BPEL Servers In this pattern, web applications are built to look up and invoke the SCA services using ModuleContext. The service delegates receive SOAP requests from the BPEL process, perform necessary transformations and encapsulate the request data in HTTP request which is forwarded to the web applications. In turn, the service delegates can receive HTTP responses from the web applications through the HTTP WSDL binding [5], and the results is transformed and encapsulated in SOAP messages which is sent back to the BPEL process. This reuse pattern provides a paradigm for the less powerful BPEL servers to communicate with the SCA services, and is well consistent with the current SCA client models specified in [2].



5 Related Work Web Services are loose-coupled and intended to be reused in different applications. In [12], an Automated Information Router (AIR) is introduced to communicate with clients using different protocols through data format conversions. The service integration within AIR is made using



data-flow paradigm to route information and adapters that translate service specific data to a common representation using XML. In [13], the plug-and-play considerations about the service reusing is investigated, and an architecture based on stateless services and statefull messages is introduced. Within the architecture, the context (state) of the interaction is described with the Document Flow Model (DFM) and stored in the exchanged messages. The stateless services are capable of establishing the interaction context from the state information incorporated in the messages, and thus can easily be replaced or hotswapped. In our reusing patterns, WSIF is utilized to provide agnostic binding capability in order that different protocols are isolated from the business logic and can effectively be supported; the state scope of the interactions are specified by the scope of the service interface, and the conversation states are maintained by containers. As a mechanism of defining message format and recording conversation state, DFM can also be utilized in our patterns to support the hotswapping of the service components. Also, Cesare Pautasso and Gustavo Alonso present a different perspective on how to reuse web service compositions in [14]. The flexible binding is introduced to describe the relationship between a composition and its components; the blacklist and whitelist are used for evaluating the bindings; and reflection is used to expose the binding and registry services in the composition languages. In the reusing patterns specified in Section 4.2, available services are firstly assembled with the SCA Assembly Model to obtain a service providing the functions required by the BPEL process; then the obtained service is integrated into the process. Compared with the flexible binding approach, our reusing patterns handle the service integration tasks at two levels: the higher BPEL orchestration level and the lower service components assembly level. This improves the flexibility and reliability of the compositions. Further, the flexible binding can be utilized at the lower level to determine the services to be assembled.



6 Conclusion In this paper, we have presented several service reuse patterns through the combination of BPEL and SCA. Although both BPEL and SCA aims at integrating and reusing the available services, they achieve the goals in different paradigms. BPEL is a business process modeling language that reuses the services in the orchestration style, while SCA a service programming model that produces new services by assembling the existing service components. The agnostic service binding capability and the flexible assembly model are the most attractive features incorporated in SCA. With such features, various software components, such as EJB, BPEL and JCA, can be integrated in the BPEL process



and assembled to provide the desired functionalities. Consequently, a required BPEL partner service can be derived through assembling the service components if a single qualified service is not available. In this way, the flexibility of the integration is improved through the combination of BPEL and SCA, and useful reusing patterns are also produced depending on different SCA servers. We believe this is one of the earliest papers that deliver in-depth discussions about relationships between BPEL and SCA, and further the service reusing patterns through their combination. However, only a few SCA client models are specified in [2], which imposes too many restrictions on the possible reusing patterns. It is expected that a rich set of client models are supported in the future versions of the SCA specifications. Besides, the dynamic service binding is an important issue when integrating the available services, and lots of attentions and discussions have been taken to it. Our future efforts will also be made to further investigate the dynamic service binding issue in our service reusing patterns.
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